Abstract-We present a closed-loop architecture and protocols for rapid dynamic spreading gain adaptation and fast feedback between a transmitter and a receiver communicating with each other in CDMA networks. These protocols and architecture do not require the transfer of an explicit control message indicating the change of CDMA spreading gain from transmitter to receiver. Also, with these protocols, the transmitter can change the spreading gain symbol-by-symbol as opposed to frame-by-frame, and feedback information (e.g., the fast-varying channel condition) can be exchanged almost as frequently as the symbol rate. Thus, adaptation to the time-varying channel conditions of wireless networks and/or to the rate variation of traffic can be much faster than is possible with the existing frame-by-frame approach.
I. INTRODUCTIONS
T O IMPROVE the spectral efficiency and maintain the quality of service (QoS) of a CDMA system, several adaptive transmission schemes for time-varying wireless channels were studied (e.g., [1] - [14] .) The parameters that these schemes adjust include the transmitted power level, the symbol rate, the coding rate/scheme, and the constellation size, plus combinations of these approaches. Among the adaptive transmission schemes, a variation of adjusting the symbol rate was proposed recently, involving the application of dynamic spreading gain (SG) control [15] - [17] in code division multiple access (CDMA) networks. One advantage of SG control is that stations can adjust the spreading factor (spreading gain) individually without affecting other links' communication quality of service, unlike some other schemes such as adjusting the transmission power. In addition, if the system is peak-power-limited 1 and the range of the channel's fluctuation is extreme, the adaptation of symbol duration can still maintain a required symbol error probability, which many other adaptation schemes cannot. In OVSF/PN (orthogonal variable spreading factor/pseudo noise) systems [18] - [20] , which are exemplified by the third-generation cellular networks and can be employed for ad hoc and/or ultra-wide-band wireless networks, the symbol 2 error probability can be altered by adjusting the OVSF code length while keeping the chip duration constant. We focus on this type of SG control in this paper. We can envision several ways to use such an SG adaptation (equivalently, symbol rate adaptation or symbol duration adaptation) in a CDMA network. For example, the system could have a centralized network controller making the decision about calls' temporal symbol transmission rates (spreading gains) or each call could decide its own temporal transmission rate for its rate adaptation. Regarding a scheme by which the transmitter and receiver agree on the SG, we can envision a system in which the transmitter and receiver exchange explicit rate information or a system that is free of explicit messages containing the rate (spreading gain) information.
One simple SG control scheme would be to change the assignment of OVSF codes (sequences) to different users dynamically according to channel or traffic condition. For example, a centralized controller at the base station could make such decisions, and we can imagine implementing code reassignment algorithms like the one proposed in [21] in such a way that the algorithms' execution could proceed extremely rapidly. Theoretically, this type of scheme could globally optimize the usage of OVSF codes for all stations in the system. However, this scheme would require a separate control channel to inform each station of the new OVSF code, and such control messages would have to be broadcast frequently, requiring substantial bandwidth. As a result, the spectral efficiency would be greatly reduced. Without a centralized controller, individual stations could adjust their data transmission rates independently to their conditions. A transmitter can notify its peer receiver of such an adjustment through explicit rate information (RI) messages [19] . Since the latency of parsing these messages might be high, this scheme might not suit systems under fast time-varying conditions (e.g., fast time-varying fading channels).
In contrast to using RI messages, some studies (e.g., [22] ) have proposed a message-free adaptation by using a blind ratedetection algorithm for a slotted-time wireless network. In this design, the detector applies the Viterbi algorithm to detect the ending point of a data frame. The data rate is adjusted according to the utilization of the time slot. A disadvantage of this scheme is that bandwidth utilization is not maximized because the time slots may not be fully occupied with data.
In [23] , a symbol-by-symbol SG adaptation, which operates in an OVSF/PN spreading CDMA system, was studied for the first time. However, we found that lineages of the OVSF code tree presented in [24] posed difficulties with regard to achieving blind rate detection. Namely, the receiver cannot distinguish between a symbol spread by a longer OVSF code sequence and two consecutive symbols , that are both spread by a shorter OVSF code . Here, denotes the longer code sequence generated by concatenating and , and this code is a child of in the binary OVSF code tree in [24] . For that reason, in [23] , we had to devise a scheme to avoid generating such an ( , ) symbol pair successively. However, this constraint may degrade performance. In order to remove such a constraint, in [25] , we introduced a new structure of OVSF code sequences for fast symbol rate adaptation in the multirate CDMA system. We devised a new rule for generating such a code set and named it FOSSIL (Forest for OVSF-Sequence-Set-Inducing Lineages). Then, we presented a protocol that allows fast spreading gain adaptation by using the OVSF sequences in FOSSIL. We note here that, in order to execute this protocol, distributed entities (transmitter and receiver) need not send explicit control messages concerning the transmitter's change of spreading gain. The receiver detects the transmitter's behavior on the basis of data signals it receives.
In this paper, we note that we may need a very fast feedback capability in order to fully utilize the benefits of the symbol-by-symbol spreading gain adaptation. For example, if we are to use the rapid adaptation capability to adapt to the fast-varying channel condition, the channel condition must be rapidly fed back to the transmitter. Our preliminary study in Appendix B shows that by employing symbol-by-symbol spreading gain adaptation with perfect channel state information the data throughput can be improved by orders of magnitude for a given symbol error probability requirement. The protocol presented in [25] does not illustrate the capability of our OVSF-based symbol-by-symbol spreading gain control approach to accommodate fast (symbol-by-symbol) feedback. The present paper sets forth an extended system architecture and the protocols that allow both symbol-by-symbol spreading gain adaptation and fast feedback.
In Section II, the core ideas of OVSF-based spreading gain adaptation and a receiver's spreading gain detection are illustrated. Section III discusses how FOSSIL can facilitate the allocation of code sets to multiple users in the CDMA network, with the goal of preserving orthogonality among user signals. Section III also introduces what we call a "conjugate FOSSIL" structure, to be used for feedback capability. Section IV presents the protocols and system architecture extended for fast feedback.
II. CORE FEATURES OF OVSF-BASED RATE-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM WITHOUT EXPLICIT RATE INFORMATION
Here, we present the core ideas of our OVSF-based fast spreading gain control that does not require the transmitter to send explicit messages indicating the current spreading gain. Throughout this paper, any spreading code (sequence) has a length that is a power of 2, and each term in the code sequence takes a value of either 1 or . We denote by the value of code 's th term and by the length of code . We first define the "shift-orthogonality" of codes.
Definition: Code sequence of length and code sequence of length are "shift orthogonal with unit length " iff for each of . We denote each symbol by a complex number . (Readers who are not familiar with the digital communication system can consider only binary symbols and view as a variable whose value can be either 1 or
.) The signal carrying a symbol before spreading at the transmitter side is represented during the symbol duration by a constant function of time : (1) where is the beginning of the symbol interval and is the symbol duration. The signal's waveform spread by a spreading code (binary sequence) is represented by function , where function associated with spreading code is (2) In this paper, we denote by the CDMA chip duration. For simple illustration, we start our discussion from the single-user rate-adaptive system.
A. Single-User Multirate Adaptive System
In this system, the transmitter and receiver have a pre-agreed set of binary OVSF spreading codes with different lengths, , that is, any pair of codes, and are shift-orthogonal with unit length . (For binarytree-constructed OVSF code trees, the lengths of the OVSF code sequences are all different powers of 2. An example of such code set can be found in the set of codes along the first-born lineage of FOSSIL to be presented in Section III.) We refer to this shift-orthogonality property within a code set as IOVSF property (internal OVSF), and we index these codes in a way that . When the transmitter wants to send a data symbol with duration chips, the transmitter spreads the data symbol with code . (The spreading process is equivalent to modulating the data symbol with the code sequence's signal waveform [26] .) The receiver can then sequentially parse the symbol intervals from the incoming signal by concurrently correlating the received signal with the codes in . Note that the correlating process is equivalent to demodulating the received signal's waveform [26] . By taking the advantage of the IOVSF property, the receiver determines the current received symbol's spreading code employed by the transmitter and thus determines the current symbol's duration. From the receiver's point of view, regarding a symbol's spreading code, there are hypotheses; namely,
. The receiver detects which of these codes have been used by the transmitter for each symbol on the basis of the correlation output.
We explain the receiver's detection process by a simple illustration. For the simplicity of the receiver's detection process, and for seeing only the essential feature of the scheme, we impose an additional rule to the transmitter. The transmitter maintains a modulo-counter . Starting from zero, increases by one whenever a one-chip duration of the data symbols elapses. is reset to zero whenever its value reaches the length of the longest spreading codes in . The spreading code is used according to the following rule. 
where represents noise. At , the receiver starts correlating the received signal with all codes , , , and , that is, the receiver performs the following operations: (4) for , 2, 3, 4. Due to the shift-orthogonality (OVSF) property of codes , , , and (and due to the modulo counter rule), only the correlation for case has positive value, and the correlation is zero for , 2, 4 in the absence of noise or distortion of the received signal. As illustrated by this example, the spreading code used by the transmitter can be detected by the receiver without the explicit message sent from the transmitter. The detection will be error-free in the absence of noise and distortion. In the reality of noise or distortion, detection rules based on the correlations are left as design parameters of the system that should depend upon the communication environments. An example of a detection rule would be the maximum-likelihood detection, which chooses code that yields the maximum correlation properly scaled. If we do not impose the modulo counter rule (Rule 1), the simple detection rule illustrated above fails. Fig. 2 illustrates how such failure occurs. However, we can design more complicated detection rules, which are again based on correlation with OVSF codes, that are valid even for a system without the modulo counter rule. In this paper, we will limit our discussion to the system that enforces the modulo counter rule.
Finally, we note that, in order to have spectral efficiency, multiple "Single-User Multirate Adaptive Systems" can share the same frequency band by separating different user signals by different PN codes (scrambler). In such an OVSF/PN CDMA system, a user's symbols spread by the OVSF codes are again modulated by a PN code.
B. Point-to-Multipoint Multiuser Multirate Adaptive System
We now progress further to present the multiuser multirate adaptive system, in which multiple data sources simultaneously adjust their spreading gains in a shared communication channel without generating mutual interference. An application of this system would be the multiple forward links of a CDMA-based cellular network. For this reason, we will refer to the point-tomultipoint links used by different users as forward links. In fact, the forward links of the third-generation cellular networks are channelized by the OVSF codes. The system described in this section adds the rapid (symbol-by-symbol in contrast to frame-by-frame) spreading gain adaptation capability.
This system architecture is based on the design for the single-user multirate adaptive system in Section II-A. Every data source-sink pair is assigned a pre-agreed spreading code set. Similarly, the spreading code set for the th forward link contains the OVSF codes of different lengths. In addition, in order to separate signals in different forward links (to reduce mutual interference among forward links), we need the following rule. As in the case of the third-generation cellular networks, synchronization among the symbols transmitted through different forward links must be maintained in order to reduce interference among those links. Fig. 3 provides an example of the circumstances, in which the ensemble signal's waveforms received by data sink 2 should be separated into two individual waveforms that are respectively generated by data sources 1 and 2. In this example, when data sink 2 correlates the ensemble signal's waveform received between time and , it will obtain the correlation output that contains the additional component leaked from data source 1's signal waveform.
To maintain synchronization among different forward links, the modulo-counter introduced in Section II can be shared by all forward links and can be maintained in the same manner as for the single-user multirate adaptive system. At all data sinks, the same modulo counter is also implemented. In this case, the modulo number should be the length of the longest spreading code used in all of the forward links. The data source of forward link can only use code in when . The data sink of forward link correlates the received signal with the pre-agree codes in and selects the spreading code yielding the maximal correlation output as the current symbol's spreading code.
Finally, we need to discuss how we design code sets and allocate them to different forwards links so that Rules 1 and 2 above are satisfied. (In addition to these rules, the range of code lengths in a code set must be chosen commensurately with the range of symbol rates requested by the links.) In order to facilitate the generation and allocation of code sets, we present our forest-structured code generation method in Section III.
III. FOSSIL-BASED SPREADING CODES AND CODE SETS
By spreading the data symbols respectively with the shift-orthogonal code sequences of different lengths, the central station can simultaneously transmit the data to different receivers without causing the mutual interferences. This concept has been adopted in the various WCDMA cellular system standards to create the multiuser, multirate communication in the forward channels. One generation scheme has been proposed in [19] and [24] . This tree-structured code generation has the following two important properties.
1) Property T1: Two codes and in the code tree are shift orthogonal to each other, with the unit length as long as one is not a descendant of the other. 2) Property T2: Two codes are not shift orthogonal if one is a descendant of the other.
Due to Property T2, if a channel is using a particular code to spread data, other channels must avoid using any of this code's descendants or ancestors so as to avoid interference between channels. For the purpose of symbol rate adaptation, nodes in the code tree can be grouped into several mutually exclusive branches, and the distinct branches can be assigned to different channels. Since a branch has codes with different lengths, a transmitter assigned with a branch can spread data with variable spreading factors and thus enable multisymbol-rate communication. Indeed, this code tree can be used for code set allocation for the third-generation cellular networks, thus enabling the "frame-by-frame" symbol rate adaptation with "explicit rate information" sent for each frame from the transmitter to the receiver.
However, for our "symbol-by-symbol" duration adaptation "without explicit rate information," which was presented in Section II, codes of different lengths used by the same link must be shift orthogonal, too. Allocating a branch in the code tree of [24] to a link would not enable the rapid rate adaptation presented in Section II because codes of different lengths within a branch are not shift-orthogonal. Therefore, we present another code generation method, which has a "forest" structure instead of a "tree" structure and which is named "FOSSIL." In Section III-A, we will present the code generation through FOSSIL. In Section III-B, we will note that FOSSIL facilitates the allocation of code sets that have the properties required for the rapid spreading gain (duration) adaptation in Section II. In Section III-C, we will present another code forest named conjugate FOSSIL, which is associated with FOSSIL. Both FOSSIL and conjugate FOSSIL will be heavily used to add rapid feedback capability to the rapid spreading gain adaptation.
A. Construction of FOSSIL
FOSSIL was first introduced in [25] , and interesting properties of FOSSIL were also presented and proved in [25] . A FOSSIL is generated from a number of root codes, where code denotes concatenation of and , both with half of the length, i.e.,
. All of the halves (e.g., ) have an equal length that is a power of 2. These root codes have the property that the first halves are orthogonal to one another, as are the second halves, that is, , and . (We denote by symbol the binary correlation of two sequences of the same length.) From these roots, FOSSIL is constructed by each node begetting two children. The rule is that node (representing code or sequence) begets and , where and denote the first and the second halves of code . We refer to as the "first-born" of . Thus, every code sequence in a FOSSIL has a length that is a power of 2. We define FOSSIL's "first-born lineage" as the set of codes with distinctive lengths such that the code of length is the first-born child of the code of length .
In our presentation of code trees, we denote by the th code of length in the code forest. In our illustration of FOSSIL in figures, index is a positive integer between 1 to . To simplify the notation, we also refer to a code sequence as a "node" in the code forest. For instance, we will sometimes use "node ." The length of each code in FOSSIL is a power of 2, so we can decompose into two sequences of length . We denote by and the first and the second half of , i.e., and . In addition, we also denote by , and the FOSSIL code trees generated from root codes , , and , respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 , where each root code has length . FOSSIL shares property T1 with the binary code tree in [24] . However, FOSSIL has the following convenient property. 
B. Allocation of Code-Sets in FOSSIL
Here, we discuss the allocation of codes in FOSSIL to different users. By "branch," we refer to a collection of a node (the patriarch) and all of its descendants up to the th generation. (Conceptually, we can allow , which permits a branch with infinitely many nodes.) The previously stated FOSSIL properties (T1, F2, F3, F4) guide how different branches can be efficiently chosen so that the codes from different branches are shift orthogonal to each other-for an example, three branches assigned to three different users A, B, and C in the FOSSIL parts of Figs. 10 and 11, for another example, , and in Fig. 4 . Therefore, we can allocate such nonoverlapping branches to different forward links without mutual signal interference. (For the purpose of the spreading gain adaptation in Section II, the links only need to use the first-born lineage of each branch.)
C. Conjugate FOSSIL
For the FOSSIL generated from the root codes , etc., the sequences , etc. do not appear in the resulting FOSSIL. In fact, they can be used as the root codes to generate different sets of codes with FOSSIL structure. In this paper, we are particularly interested in one alternative that is constructed from the root codes , etc. We call the resulting FOSSIL the "conjugate FOSSIL" of the FOSSIL generated by , etc. To clarify the presentation, hereafter the conjugate FOSSIL code trees constructed from , etc. are denoted by , etc., respectively, to reflect their relationships to the FOSSIL code trees , etc., which have root codes , etc., respectively.
We use a special indexing rule to refer to the codes in the conjugate FOSSIL. Let be a root code in a FOSSIL. (The length of this sequence is , and is the index referring to its position in the FOSSIL.) Then, is a root in the conjugate FOSSIL of the FOSSIL. We denote this conjugate FOSSIL's root corresponding to FOSSIL's root as . For an arbitrary node of FOSSIL, , its first-born and second-born children are indexed as and , respectively. In the case of the conjugate FOSSIL, the first-born and the second-born of an arbitrary node are indexed as and , respectively. (Note the different indexing rule for the conjugate FOSSIL nodes!) These relationships between FOSSIL and its conjugate FOSSIL are illustrated by the example in Fig. 5 . In the figure, note that the code index (and not the code sequence) in conjugate FOSSIL increases from left to right.
Under this special arrangement of the conjugate-FOSSIL's code index, it can be shown that the conjugate-FOSSIL code has sequences , where . In other words, and are both constructed by the same pair of subsequences and . In this paper, we call a conjugate code (node) of . The conjugate relationship between a FOSSIL node and its conjugate FOSSIL node is illustrated by the dashed lines between FOSSIL and Conjugate FOSSIL nodes in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 provides an example of a FOSSIL and its conjugate FOSSIL.
IV. MULTIUSER MULTIRATE ADAPTIVE SYSTEM WITH FEEDBACK
An exemplary use of the symbol-by-symbol SG adaptation would be the transmitter's rapid adaptation to the channel condition. In this application, however, the transmitter needs rapid feedback of the channel condition from the receiver. For symbol-by-symbol adaptation to be effective, the feedback needs to be almost as frequent as the symbol transmission. In this section, we discuss such a fast-feedback capability.
The scheme to be introduced in this section operates in a full duplex communication system and allows both stations' transmitters to rapidly adjust their SGs in response to the peer stations' feedback information. For example, the feedback infor- mation can be the receiver's recommendation to the transmitter to increase/decrease the symbol duration (spreading gain) by 0 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, and so on. As the SG of the current symbol is indicated implicitly by the spreading code, the receiver's feedback information can be indicated by its choice of the spreading code used for the data symbol carried in the reverse link. For example, a transmitter can use codes in the first born lineages of , and in Fig. 4 . Then, for each choice of a code length, there are still codes that can be chosen. While the length of a code indicates the duration of the symbol being transmitted, the channel condition in the reverse link can be indicated to the peer station by the membership , of the code. The feedback scheme is this simple if the links are separated in the frequency-time-code signal space.
However, if the OVSF codes are used to separate signals from different users, as in the forward links of the 3G cellular networks, then the use of OVSF codes for feedback should be efficient because the OVSF code space is limited. For the rest of this section, we discuss a feedback architecture that has such space efficiency. In this architecture, the transmitter on each side of the full duplex link uses two sets of spreading codes: one for indicating the spreading gain of the symbol being transmitted and the other for indicating the feedback information. We refer to these code sets as the rate information (RI) code set, , and the feedback information (FBI) code set, . The transmitter spreads each symbol either by a code in the RI code set or a code in the FBI code set. We refer to a symbol spread by an RI code by an "RI-symbol" and a symbol spread by an FBI code by an "FBI-symbol". The role of an RI code set can be viewed as that of the code set used in Section II (which is essentially a code set with the IOVSF property). The feedback information at a given moment is carried by the choice of an FBI code from the FBI code set to spread the FBI symbol at the moment. A station provides feedback information to the other side by interjecting FBI symbols between some RI symbols. A station receiving a signal obtains the feedback information sent from the other station by deciding which FBI code has been used to spread the FBI symbol being received.
The receiver detects (again by correlating with possible spreading codes) the current symbol duration, whether the current symbol is an RI symbol or an FBI symbol, and decides which FBI code has been used if the current symbol is an FBI symbol. The detection method is presented in Section IV-C. To enable the receiver's detection, the RI code set and the FBI code set used together must collectively satisfy some properties. Section IV-A describes how to construct these code sets. Again, to enable the receiver's detection without compromising an extremely rapid spreading gain adaptation, we impose a certain temporal rule to be observed by the transmitter in selecting the spreading gain and in deciding whether to send an RI symbol or an FBI symbol. Section IV-B describes the temporal rule.
A. Construction of RI Code Set and FBI Code Set
In order to give a link a range of spreading gain from to , we can select a code with length in FOSSIL and add its descendants along the first-born lineage to construct an RI set, e.g.,
.
(In a multiuser environment, the RI code sets for different forward links must be chosen in the way discussed in Section III-B in order to preserve signal orthogonality among the links.)
An FBI set for the link must be constructed in association with an RI set. For convenience of notation, we denote by the shortest code in and denote (5) for this illustration. In order to discuss this construction, we note in advance that the temporal rule to be presented in Section IV-B allows the transmitter to send an FBI symbol only immediately after sending an RI symbol. In addition, the choice of the FBI code that can be used immediately after an RI symbol is limited. We denote by (where for and otherwise) the set of FBI codes that can be used by the transmitter immediately after using . 2) For , is set to 3. Codes in are (Note that .) The FBI code set associated with is then defined as . From this construction, we observe a few aspects of the feedback-enabling protocol. The spreading gain of the FBI symbol must be equal to the spreading gain of the immediately preceding RI symbol, with the exception of RI symbol spread by . The number of available FBI codes immediately after using an RI code for , whose spreading gain is , is . The number of available FBI codes immediately after the use of an RI code is 3. When spreading a data symbol by a code in , the transmitter presents the -ary (where for , and otherwise) feedback message to the peer station by the choice of a code from set . The mapping between the FBI codes and the feedback messages is a design-dependent issue. Section IV-D provides an example of such a mapping in the course of discussion.
The FBI code set associated with RI code set includes all codes in . The relationship between and is better illustrated by Fig. 7 , where, for example, is in both and . (Thus, the receiver will have to rely on the temporal rules in Section IV-B to decide whether the detected code used by the transmitter is an RI or an FBI code.) Moreover, includes all of the codes in the smallest branch containing in the FOSSIL and some of their counterparts in the conjugate FOSSIL.
FOSSIL's Property F3, stated in Section III-A, and conjugate relations between some pairs of nodes in prove the following property of .
1) Property of FBI Codes: For each , all codes in are orthogonal to one another. B. Protocol at Transmitter Side
The temporal rules presented in this section have the following design goals. 1) Obey Rule 1 (modulo counter rule, Section II-A) to simplify the receiver and to maintain signal orthogonality among multiple forward links (Section II-B). 2) Enable the transmitter to change the SG rapidly.
3) Prevent the receiver from facing unresolvable ambiguity as to which spreading code has been used. We denote RI codes by (5) for our description. As indicated in Section IV-A, the transmitter has the following rule:
• Immediately after transmitting an FBI symbol, the transmitter must use an RI code to spread the next symbol. With regard to the RI symbol that immediately follows an FBI symbol, the transmitter has the freedom to use any RI code as long as the RI code does not violate the "modulo counter" rule. (This choice of RI code determines the spreading gain, and this choice can be made intelligently based on the feedback information on the channel and/or the application's rate adaptation policy.)
Immediately after transmitting an RI symbol, the transmitter has both freedom and restrictions in its use of spreading codes for the next symbol. We now discuss this rule. We discuss the choices and restrictions of the transmitter in choosing a spreading code for a symbol that immediately follows an RI symbol spread by . Note that immediately before or after transmitting an RI symbol spread by , the modulo counter is at .
1) Case
: In this case the rule can be summarized as the following:
• If the duration of the next symbol cannot strictly increase (due to the modulo counter rule or because is the longest code in the RI code set), the next symbol must be an FBI symbol spread by a code in .
• If the duration of the next symbol can strictly increase, the next symbol can be either an FBI symbol spread by a code in or an RI symbol with strictly longer duration. We now discuss this in more detail. Suppose , that is, the duration of the current symbol is the longest. Then, the transmitter cannot increase the symbol duration. The next symbol must be an FBI symbol with a spreading code that is selected from . Now we discuss case . In this case, the local station must encode the next data symbol by an FBI code in if , that is, if the transmitter cannot increase the duration of the next symbol due to the modulo counter restriction discussed in Section II, then that symbol must be spread by an FBI code with length identical to that of . The associated rule is illustrated by Fig. 8 . On the other hand, if , the local station can spread the next symbol by any FBI code in or spread the following symbol by any longer RI code (with , ) as long as . In other words, if , the local station can even abruptly increase the symbol duration to that corresponding to the spreading gain of . 
2) Case
: Suppose that the transmitter has just sent an RI symbol spread by immediately after an FBI symbol. At this state, the rule forces the transmitter to execute the following operations consecutively: 1) Transmit another RI symbol spread by . 2) Transmit an FBI symbol spread by a spreading code in . (Note that , and Fig. 9 illustrates this sequential operation.)
C. Protocol at the Receiver Side
Due to the temporal rules in Section IV-B, the receiver can limit the number of hypotheses regarding which spreading codes has been used by the transmitter for the current symbol. From among the hypotheses, the receiver chooses one, based on the results of correlation operations between the received signal and the codes corresponding to these hypotheses. Equation (4) formulates the correlation output. These possible codes are all mutually shift-orthogonal in accordance with the temporal rule of the transmitter and the construction of the RI and FBI code sets. Thus, in accordance with Section II, the receiver can apply detection schemes to decide the transmitter's choice of the current spreading code. The detection scheme is a design variable and should depend upon the system environments. An exemplary detection scheme would be the maximum-likelihood detection. Now we describe the receiver's detection operation in more detail.
1) After Detecting an FBI Symbol:
The next symbol can only be an RI symbol, and it could have been spread by any spreading code in the RI code set that does not violate the modulo counter rule. The receiver correlates (as in Section II-A) the subsequent signal with all RI codes such that . (Code sequences in are shift-orthogonal to one another, so the receiver can detect the code that has been used by the transmitter.)
2) After Detecting an RI Symbol Spread by : The next symbol can only be an FBI symbol spread by one of the spreading codes in . The receiver correlates the subsequent signal with all of the spreading codes in to detect which code has been used (i.e., to extract the feedback information sent from the transmitter regarding the reverse link). (In accordance with the Property of FBI codes stated in Section IV-A, all codes in are orthogonal to one another. Therefore, the receiver can detect the FBI code that has been used by the transmitter.)
3 is not essential but can be used to examine whether the receiver is maintaining modulo counter synchronization with the transmitter. The receiver can lose synchronization due to previous detection error.)
D. Comments on Protocol
Note that the protocol forbids the transmitter from spreading two consecutive RI symbols with the second symbol duration shorter than or equal to the first, 4 with the exception of the transmitter's rule in Section IV-B for . (This rule for is an exception designed for sharing the FBI codes, i.e., for having .) However, the protocol allows the transmitter to spread consecutive symbols of increasing length with RI codes of increasing length as long as the modulo counter condition is not violated. 5 This way, we allow the transmitter to rapidly increase symbol durations (possibly to quickly adapt to bad channel conditions). Note that in some protocol states, the transmitter has an option between transmitting a longer RI symbol and transmitting an FBI symbol of the equal length. Thus, a station has some control over how often it sends feedback information to its peer station. For example, a station could delay reporting the reverse link's condition to its peer. A station's decision about how often to send feedback information affects the data transmission through the link in the reverse direction.
There are several conceivable reasons why a station might prefer transmitting a symbol with a longer RI code instead of an FBI code at some points. To consider these, let us assume that stations agree to interpret the feedback information carried by the choice of an FBI code as "a request to change" the spreading gain by dB dB dB dB Then, if the reverse channel's condition stays roughly the same, no feedback is required. Or, a station may have confidence that RI is both in 9 and 8 (j). An RI symbol spread by RI can be followed by an FBI symbol that happens to be spread by the same sequence RI in the FBI code set. In this case, the receiver interprets the second symbol as an FBI symbol. 5 If this modular counter condition is not satisfied, the local station must transmit an FBI symbol instead.
the reverse link will stay sufficiently good for a while (possibly based on extremely high strength of the currently received signal) and still do not wish to increase the incoming symbol rate. Then, the station can hold off sending feedback information. There is an interesting tradeoff between sending feedback information and sending an RI symbol with increased spreading gain. After sending a longer RI symbol, the subsequent FBI symbol has a larger alphabet size. Thus, by holding off feedback, a station can send more feedback information in the near future. For example, when an FBI symbol can use codes in , the alphabet size is 3, so feedback signaling can be defined as carrying messages such as "change the spreading gain by dB dB dB ," for example. After sending and RI symbol spread by instead of an FBI symbol, an FBI symbol can be spread by codes in , which has alphabet size 7. Then, the feedback signaling may be defined as carrying messages such as "change the spreading gain by dB dB dB dB dB dB dB ." The transmitter's proper decision-making strategy between a longer RI symbol or an FBI symbol is not within this paper's scope and will be left as a subject for future study.
For the receiver to properly operate, the receiver's modulo counter must be in proper synchronization with the transmitter's counter. Such synchronization can be achieved by adding a modulo counter synchronization mechanism at the link initialization stage. We have designed a few modulo counter synchronization protocols, and Appendix A sketches one.
V. DISCUSSIONS
This paper has presented a fast symbol-by-symbol spreading gain control protocol. The protocol does not exchange explicit messages on the spreading gain to be used, yet the receiver can detect the spreading gain of the symbols. The protocol for full-duplex links allows extremely fast feedback (e.g., of the channel condition) from the receiver side to the transmitter side. Although this paper focused on spreading gain adaptation, in a CDMA environment the feedback architecture presented in this paper can be combined with a wide variety of adaptive transmission schemes [1] - [14] to provide these schemes a means by which a very short delay between the channel estimation and transmission [7] can be achieved.
Under fading channel models, the symbol-by-symbol adaptation of symbol duration can increase data throughput by many orders of magnitude for a given symbol error probability requirement [27] . Thus, we believe that further study of the symbol-by-symbol adaptation offers promise. We are optimizing the protocol architecture and adding more features to improve the operation's robustness. Our study in [27] (sketched in Appendix B) indicates that the throughput gain will be extremely high in an environment of a high carrier frequency and/or a high mobile speed. This property comes from the relationship between the time-varying nature of fading and the Doppler spread [28] - [30] .
Our presentation often used the term "forward links" to refer to multiple links in point-to-multipoint systems. As the term indicates, our rapid spreading gain adaptation and feedback schemes can readily be used even for downlink transmissions of cellular networks. Even if the OVSF codes are used for channelizing different downlinks (separation of different users' signals), our schemes can be applied by properly partitioning the codes in a FOSSIL and its conjugate FOSSIL so that the codes in different partitions are shift orthogonal. Figs. 10 and 11 provide examples of such partitions for different links sharing the same radio spectrum. FOSSIL properties T1, F2, F3, and F4 mentioned in Section III make the codes assigned to different users shift-orthogonal. If all of the code spreaders at the base station, where a universal modulo counter in Section II is maintained, follow the simple temporal rules presented in Section IV to spread their own data symbols, then the data symbols for each user can be extracted, due to the shift-orthogonality of the spreading codes in different partitions. As a result, the information pipe is divided into multiple isolated data links for different users.
APPENDIX A SYNCHRONIZATION PROCEDURE OF THE MODULO-COUNTERS
In this Appendix, we provide a simple procedure by which stations can initialize the modulo counters over the full-duplex link 6 in a general direct-sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) communication network, where any station can initiate the communication link to another. We assume an OVSF/PN system in which the transmitted signal's waveform is first spread by the OVSF codes and subsequently modulated by a PN code (which we also refer to as a scrambling code) during the normal operation. 7 We further assume that the OVSF chip duration and the PN chip duration are aligned with each other. During the link initialization process, for the purpose of PN code acquisition [26] the data sequence is spread only by the PN sequence and not by the OVSF sequences. Here, without providing a detailed description, we simply refer to this signal as the "preamble." (The content of the preamble is not important for synchronizing our modulo counter. For example, the preamble sequence can be symbols of constant value. The transmitter has to transmit some signal with positive power for a period of time in order to enable the receiver to obtain the information necessary for synchronization.)
When a station sends its preamble spread by the PN sequence, the receiver will be able to acquire the signal timing of the PN sequence. The method of such acquisition is beyond the scope of this paper, but reference [26] provides good descriptions. Here, we briefly consider how a pair of stations can utilize the PN sequence acquisition capability and set up a full-duplex link. For a link to be established, both stations must be willing to have a link and must be listening for an incoming signal. The station that wants to initiate the link, which we call "initiating station," sends the preamble. The other party, which is passively listening to the incoming signal and which we call the "responding station," makes an acquisition of the incoming signal's PN sequence. After making an acquisition, the responding station must respond by sending its preamble to the initiating station. In this scenario, we have one initiating station and one responding station. Another possibility is that a station that passively listens and tries to make an acquisition of the incoming signal may want to initiate a link even before it makes the acquisition. (The link initiation is typically prompted by the higher layers.) In other words, the two stations want to initiate a link almost simultaneously. In this scenario, we have two initializing stations. The modulo counter initialization protocol, to be presented shortly, works for both scenarios-the case of initiating and responding stations and the case of two initiating stations.
We now present a modulo counter synchronization protocol to be added to this link setup process. This protocol uses two signals, CNT-REQ and CNT-ACK, in this process. These signals use signature spreading codes so that they can be detected by a receiver. For example, both of these signals can be designed to be spread by the concatenation of a few of the longest RI codes or FBI codes. However, the physical signals carrying CNT-REQ and CNT-ACK must be distinguishable from each other. They can be made distinguishable by the symbol contents or different spreading codes. An initializing station starts executing Procedure A.1 at state A. In order to clarify the link setup and modulo counter synchronization protocol, we sketch events and state transitions at the initializing station and the responding station in Figs. 12 and 13 , respectively, which have more details than procedures A.1 and A.2. In the "Listen Only" state, a station 8 The transmission of the preamble should be long enough to give the other station a good chance to acquire the PN sequence. An intelligent scheme can be added in setting the time length of retransmitting the preamble-e.g., the length of retransmission can be increased for every failure to make a transition into A.1.2 from A.1.1 due to the failure to detect CNT-REQ or CNT-ACK. Also, the initializing station may adjust its signal power level in order to facilitate the other station's acquisition. is willing to respond to another station that is initiating a full-duplex link. A station listens for incoming signals, and if it hears a signal incoming, it tries to acquire the sender's PN sequence. However, the station in "Listen Only" state does not transmit for the link. If a station is prompted to initiate a link (typically by a higher layer), then this initiating station makes a transition from the "Listen Only" state to the "Begin" state. In the "Begin" state, while listening to incoming signals, the station keeps transmitting its preamble so that the other party can acquire its PN sequence. 9 The initiating station's "Transmit Preamble" state is a rather peculiar state that an initiating station, say station A, may get into if the other station, say station B, is also initiating the link almost simultaneously-that is, station B is prompted to initiate the link prior to acquiring station A's PN sequence. Suppose station A and station B initiate the link almost simultaneously; now two stations are transmitting their preambles. Next, suppose station A acquires station B's PN sequence before station B acquires station A's PN sequence. Then, station A enters state A.1.1 and transmits CNT_REQ messages. (Transmission of the preamble from station A stops.) Station B is still in the "Begin" state and cannot acquire station A's PN sequence because station A has stopped transmitting its preamble. At this point, station B cannot send its CNT_REQ or CNT_ACK, and station A times out from its state A.1.1. Then, station A enters the "Transmit Preamble" state and starts transmitting its preamble again. Station B in this scenario is now given a chance to acquire station A's PN sequence.
Whether the duplex link is initialized by two initializing stations or one initializing station plus one responding station, the link can be established by the above procedures. However, there is one point that we should be wary of. In state A.1.2. and in state A.2.2 there is a possibility that the receiver never detects consecutive CNT_ACKs, while the other station goes into normal transmitting and receiving operations. This can happen, for example, if the CNT_ACKs that are anticipated and incoming are never detected due to channel error. One way of getting out of this situation is to set a timer upon entering these states (A.1.2 and A.2.2) and break the link if the timer expires before detecting consecutive CNT_ACKs. A station can break the link by stopping transmission and thereby informing the other station that there is no link. Then, the other station will become aware that there is no link, and the link initiation can start again.
APPENDIX B THROUGHPUT GAIN OF SYMBOL-BY-SYMBOL ADAPTATION 10
In this appendix, we compare the symbol rates of the two ideal adaptive systems that give the same symbol error probability, which is often called SER (symbol error rate) in literature. Both adaptive systems adjust the symbol rate in accordance with the channel's instantaneous gain (attenuation). One system can rapidly adjust every symbol's duration, so this is referred to as the symbol-by-symbol (SBS) symbol rate adaptive system. The other system can change the symbol duration only at the beginning of each frame and keeps constant the duration of the symbols transmitted in the frame. 11 This latter system is referred to as the frame-by-frame (FBF) symbol rate adaptive system.
Intuitively, compared with fixing the symbol duration within a frame, adapting the symbol duration in the symbol-by-symbol manner can increase the average symbol rate for a given symbol error probability. Experimental data such as those reported by [29] , [32] and the explanations of [28] , [29] indicate that the channel fluctuation due to fading is more or less periodic, as illustrated in Fig. 14 , and that the difference in the channel gain between peaks and dips can be very high (e.g., 30-40 dB). The period (time between adjacent deep fading) [28] is approximately , where is the maximum Doppler shift and , where is the carrier frequency, is the speed of the mobile, and is the speed of propagation. For highspeed symbol transmission, there may be many symbol transmissions during , and individual symbols adjacent to each other can experience drastically different channel gains. Adapting the duration of each symbol to meet the required SER for the current channel gain can thus increase the long-term average symbol throughput over the frame-by-frame approach. For the remainder of this section, we quantitatively present this throughput gain.
We first consider the symbol-by-symbol rate (symbol duration) adaptation policy that maximizes the average symbol rate under the constraint of the required SER, . (We refer to this average symbol rate as error-constrained data throughput). Our analysis is conducted under conditions similar to those used in [2] , [3] , [6] , where a channel's instantaneous conditions are assumed to be known by the system's transmitters and receivers. Thus, the optimal rate-adjusting policy is agreed upon in advance by the communicating stations. Because the channel condition and the rate adaptation policy are known at the receiver's side, the correct duration of each symbol will be used by the receiver to process the incoming signal and detect the content of the symbol. We denote by the complex, base-band channel gain and assume that is first-order stationary and mean-ergodic. We denote by the function of the channel amplitude gain the rate adaptation policy. The value represents the instantaneous symbol rate chosen based on the policy when the channel amplitude gain is . Applying policy to the symbol-by-symbol adaptation of the symbol duration would be to use as the duration of the th symbol (the reciprocal of the rate), where is the beginning of the th symbol interval. That is, the channel gain at the beginning of each symbol interval is used as the "representative" channel gain for that symbol. This application would coincide with policy under the assumption that the channel gain stays constant during each symbol interval, which is commonly assumed for such studies as this. In policy , the average throughput is , where denotes the probability density function of the channel amplitude gain. (We assume that the time-varying channel amplitude gain is a mean-ergodic process.) The maximum-throughput policy is derived through the following maximization:
where the left-hand side of the inequality constraint is the average SER, is the transmission power, is noise power spectral density, and function is the SER corresponding to the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio, , per symbol. Different modulation schemes have different SER functions, . We denote by the maximal throughput attained by solving (B1). Now we consider the maximal average symbol rate for systems with a fixed symbol duration. In such a non-adaptive system, maximum throughput is obtained by finding the maximum value of that satisfies Because is monotonically decreasing, maximization is achieved by rate such that (B2)
Our main interest is the ratio , which we call "throughput gain." The numerical results of for 64 QAM The throughput gain curves for these modulations are very close to Fig. 15 . Thus, we conclude that the throughput "gains" due to SBS adaptation for different modulations are very close to one another, even though the error-constrained throughput may differ from modulation to modulation because of different SER functions . Thus, in a wide range of communication systems and SER requirements, Fig. 15 indicates that SBS adaptation can achieve a throughput gain by "orders of magnitude." We also observe that the throughput gain is larger for the smaller .
We note that can approximate the throughput gain of SBS adaptation over FBF adaptation for a frame length that is relatively long compared with . Unlike symbol-by-symbol adaptation, the symbol rate is fixed during each frame in the case of frame-by-frame adaptation. The rate decision, , for a frame will have an associated error probability of symbols transmitted within that frame. We focus on the adaptive system that is operating over the channels highly fluctuating in time relative to the frame duration-that is, to such an extent that the empirical distribution of the fading channel gain in each data frame can be approximated by the ensemble distribution of the channel gain. Under this assumption, each frame's symbol error probability associated with a particular symbol rate decision for that frame can be approximated by the symbol error probability averaged over the entire time horizon when the symbol rate is fixed at at all times. (In other words, the frame-by-frame rate adaptation to the channel gain in this case is not useful for adapting to fading, although it can be useful for slower time-varying channel fluctuations such as shadowing or path loss due to distance.) Therefore, the frame-by-frame adaptive system's maximal average rate for a given SER constraint can be approximated by the maximal fixed (non-adaptive) rate for the same constraint. As an example, for a frame duration of 10 ms, let us consider a carrier frequency and the speed of a mobile (10 m/s). In this case, . Therefore, this realistic set of parameters provides an exemplary environment in which the frame-by-frame adaptation (with a frame duration of 10 ms) of the symbol duration does not effectively cope with fading. (Frame-by-frame adaptation can still effectively cope with channel variation due to shadowing; the path loss due to shadowing can change because the mobile changes its location.) The higher value of the product will make frame-by-frame adaptation less effective in combating fading. Fig. 15 assumes that the transmitter has perfect knowledge of the channel gain. The full-duplex link architecture introduced in this paper enables channel feedback for almost every symbol to be transmitted. Thus, as long as the propagation delay is adequately small, the transmitter can obtain the channel condition information extremely rapidly. Thus, although the transmitter does not have perfect channel information in practice, the data in Fig. 15 indicates that the SBS adaptation with the extremely rapid feedback methods presented in this paper and adequate channel estimation can have significant throughput gain.
